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Getting From the Newark Airport to Princeton 

By Taxi or Shuttle 
If you are taking taxi/shuttle to the student dorm, use 200 Elm Drive, Princeton NJ 08544 as your destination and 
give the following instruction to the driver: 

Instruction to taxi/shuttle driver: 

Due to road closure on the campus, please exit US-1 South from Alexander Street, not Washington Road. 

Turn off Alexander Street onto 
Faculty Road. After crossing over 
the train tracks and before the 
circular drive there is a big gate 
on the left, LOT 20 Gate. That is 
where you would turn in. 

Bear to the left and follow road 
up to the stop sign.  Make a 
right and proceed to the round-
a-bout ¾ of the way around to 
the guard booth. The guard will 
allow the shuttles to 200 Elm to 
get keys and guests can either 
walk to Bloomberg or get 
dropped off.  

Shuttles/taxis must exit the 
same way they entered campus. 
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By NJ Transit 
The following guide is for people who take NJ Transit from the Newark Airport. 

1. Look for AirTrain at your terminal. 
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2. Purchase NJ Transit tickets at the ticket machine. 

 From the Newark Airport to Princeton Junction: $17.25 one way, about 1 hour’s ride. Recommended for 
people who are staying at hotels. 

 From the Newark Airport to Princeton Station: $19:00 one way, about 1 hour and 15 minutes’ ride. 
Recommended for people who head for the student dorm. 

 
You may request for receipts. 

 
 

3. Scan tickets to take the AirTrain. 

 

4. AirTrain Route 

Terminal ATerminal BTerminal CP4AirTrain Rail Link, which is the Newark Int’l Airport Station, where 
you will board NJ Transit. 
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5. Get off at AirTrain Rail Link and proceed to the platform of Northeast Corridor Line。 

Princeton is in the same direction as Trenton and Philadelphia. 
You will take Northeast Corridor Line, which makes stops at Princeton Junction and Princeton Station on its way 
to Trenton. 
Informational screens can be found hanging overhead on the platform and in the glass waiting room. 

 

6. Look for the next Northeast Corridor Line that is arriving. 

The screen will show the track number and update the arriving time. 
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Not all Northeast Corridor trains stop at Princeton Junction or Princeton. The following cheat sheet shows 
which ones run between Newark Int’l Airport Station and Princeton Junction in weekday afternoons. 

 
<https://bordercrossing.princeton.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/501/2018/06/NJ.Transit-weekdays.jpg> 

7. Ride NJ Transit to Princeton area. 

It is about an hour’s train ride to Princeton Junction. 
If you plan to go to Princeton Station, the conductor will let you keep the ticket for the next leg of ride. 

8. Get off at Princeton Junction. 

Here you have options: 
a) Hire a cab to the hotel or the Princeton University campus (See Instruction to taxi/shuttle driver on page 1). 
b) Transfer to Dinky, which takes you to Princeton Station on the campus in five minutes. 

https://bordercrossing.princeton.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/501/2018/06/NJ.Transit-weekdays.jpg
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9. Arrive at Princeton Station 

The Bloomberg Hall is six minutes’ walk from the train station。 

 
 
For information about how to obtain your dorm key and find your room, please look for emails with the subject 
line “Princeton University Dormitory Housing.” 

10. Public Safety:  

Address: 200 Elm Drive, Princeton NJ 08544 
Tel: +1 (609) 258-1000 
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11. Bloomberg Hall 

The Arch 

 


